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INTRODUCTION

"[What] is involved here is the power to get
information from those who best can give it and
who are most interested in not doing so." t/.S. u.

Morton Sa,lt Co., 338 U.S. 632,642 (1950).

This case began with an investigation into illegal payday lending

engaged in by two unlicensed lenders - Cash Advance and Preferred

Cash Loans (the lenders). When these lenders ignored the State's

investigative subpoenas, the State brought district court subpoena

enforcement proceedings against them. Only after the lenders ignored

the court's orders enforcing the subpoenas, and the court issued

contempt citations, did two other entities - Miami Nations Enterprises,

Inc., and SFS, Inc. (l\{NE and SFS, or petitioners) - appear.l Claiming

to be Indian tribal corporations doing business as the lenders, they

asserted they \Mere entitled to tribal sovereign immunity. They claimed

this immunity barred the State's investigation and. enforcement

proceedings in furtherance ther eof, includ,ing any inquiry into the very

t The payday lenders named in the caption (Cash Advance and
Preferred Cash Loans) may or may not be the tribal corporations known
as MNE and SFS. In fact, that is one of the core questions at the heart
of the State's investigation and this appeal. For that reason, the State
refers to MNE and SFS as the "petitioners" and to Cash Advance and
Preferred Cash Loans as the "Ienders."



basis of their entitlement to immunity.

As interesting as petitioners' claims may be, they have little

relevance to this appeal. The Court need not decide whether

subordinate tribal corporations, making illegal payday loans off-

reservation to Colorado consumers, are entitled to the sovereign

immunity that might be bestowed upon their tribes. Instead, at most

this Court need be concerned only with two narrow, predicate questions.

First, are petitioners the actual lenders engaged in making illegal

payday loans to Colorad.o consumers? Second., if so, are they

functioning as bona fide "arms" of their respective tribes? If the answer

to either question is "no," then the issue of sovereign immunity never is

reached

In fulfitling its statutory duty to protect Colorado's consumers

from illegal payday lending, the State only seeks Jnr*"** to these

questions, free from unnecessary intervention by the courts, and. in

proceedings that properly allocate the burden and quantum of proof

required to enforce its investigation.

Petitioners' extreme position would bar inquiry into even these

questions. Their sweeping assertion notwithstanding, the tribal

2



immunity doctrine is not so impenetrable a wall. Were it so, then the

rule of law, to which petitioners themselves lay claim @etitioners'

Opening Brief (O.Br.) 2), would be subjugated to the schemes of

scoffLaws who hide behind the doctrine's walls, making it "'an asylum

for fugitives from justice."' State ex rel. Suthers u. Cash Aduance, 205

P.3d 389, 402 (Colo. App. 2008), quoting Neuoda u. Hicles,533 U.S. 353,

364 (2001).

STATEMENT OF ISSUES

In addition to petitioners' issues, the State raises the following:

1. Whether the court of appeals erred in reaching the question of

sovereign immunity in an investigative subpoena enforcement

proceeding.
l

2. Whether the court of appeals erred in allocating the burden of

proof to the State when sovereign immunity is an affirmative defense,

not a challenge to the court's subject matter jurisdiction.

3. Whether the court of appeals erred in holding the State's

burden of proof is "preponderance of the evidence" when the burden of

proof in.an investigative subpoena enforcement proceeding is "cause to

believe."

3



STANDARD OF RE\rIEW

The three issues stated above are legal ones reviewed de nouo. See

People u. Allison, 36 P.3d 42L, 426 (Coto.2004).

The State disagrees that petitioners'issues are reviewed de novo.

In particular, whether a tribal official is entitled to immunity, and the

scope of waiver due to an arbitration clause, d,epend upon facts not of

record. See Cleueland u. Garuin,20A9 WL 320331, *9 (Ilo-Chunk

Nation Trial Ct. 2009) (court cannot determine whether tribal official

falls under "umbrella of sovereign immunity absent meaningful fact-

finding'); Eychner u. Van Weet, 870 P.zd 486,491(Colo. App. 1993)

(arbitration clause's scope is fact-dependent).

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Course of Proceedings

In January 2005, pursuant to its authority under the Uniform

Consumer Credit Cod.e, SS 5-1-10I, et seq., C.R.S. 2008 (Code), and

Colorado Consumer Protection Act, $$ 6-1-101, et seq., C.R.S. 2008

(CPA), the State commenced. separate investigations against two

unlicensed payday lenders, Cash Advance and Preferred Cash Loans.

These investigations arose from consumer complaints the State received

4



and ensuing November 2004 cease and desist advisories to the lenders

G,. 1 -3TlT 1 - 10; 1 4- 1 6'{1TT 1 - 1 0; 1 026'1T12-6; 1032-1042).2

In connection therewith, the State served separate administrative

subpoenas upon each lender at its respective Carson City, Nevad,a

address given in loan documents and letterhead. Because neither

lender responded to its subpoena, the State sought and obtained court

orders enforcing the subpoenas. The State served each lender with its

order, again at its Nevada address (R. 3TI 1I-I2;5-I2;16TT1 7-12; 18-

25; 27 -29; 31-321ï'117-10; 34-36; 39-401TT7 -10; 42-44; 1032-1042;

Supp.R.l.t 1-3).

Both lenders ignored these orders. Accordingly, the State applied

for, and obtained, contempt citations. By this time, the State learned

the Nevada addresses were mail drops used by two Nevada corporations

- C.B. Service Corp. (CB), and Executive Gtobat Management, fnc.

(Executive) - and the lenders were trade names of these corporations.

An individual, James A. Fontano, \¡/as the sole offrcer and director of

both corporations. The State named as respondents, and served the

contempt citations upon, these parties (again, at their Nevada

2 Record @.) and transcript (Tr.) references are by page and other
appropriate designation.



addresses) (R. 32'lTlTl 1-13; 40!i1T1 1-13; 46-53; I87 -2L8; 702717 ; 1043-

1048; I0a9\2; Supp.R.2"¿ 1-2).

Two days before the original July zXX|contempt advisement

hearings, petitioners (MNE and SFS) suddenly appeared. Claiming to

be Indian tribal corporations doing business as these lenders, they each

moved to dismiss the contempt proceedings inter alia asse,rting they

\ryere immune from suit. At the same time, the Nevad.a corporations

appeared and also sought dismissal, disclaiming any relationship to the

lenders (R. 54-75; Supp.R.1.t 4-39).

At the advisement hearings, the district court consolidated the

two subpoena enforcement cases and postponed the advisements

pending resolution of the d.ismissal motions. It also granted the State's

request, with the express consent of all parties, including petitioners, to

conduct discovery into the issues raised by the disrnissal motions (R. 76-

77; 1457; 1463).

Despite this consent, there followed protracted., contentious

discovery litigation (R. 80-186; 219-835; 841-930; 935-937) through

which the State sought to explore the relationships between and among

the Nevada corporations, the lend.ers, and petitioners. In particular,

6



the State sought to determine whether the lenders \ry'ere trade names of

petitioners, or \Mere nontribal entities that had affiliated in some

fashion with petitioners in order to claim entitlement to immunity.

Petitioners refused to produce information critical to this

determination. They defied court orders to compel and denying their

motion to reconsider, even after this Court refused to intervene @. 365;

37 3-520; 635; 7I2-7 40).

After the district court ultimately determined this information

was unnecessary, the State responded to the d.ismissal motions (R. 935-

936; 942-1372). In then ruling upon the motions to dismiss, the district

court held that, even if the lenders \Mere d./b/a's of petitioners entitled to

immunity, they were not immune from complying with the State's

investigation or ensuing court enforcement proceedings:

Despite [petitioners'] broad assertion of nearly
absolute tribal sovereign immunity for any acts,
no matter where undertaken, this Court has been
provided no authority which would prohibit the
State of Colorado from conducting investigatory
proceedings in furtherance of the enforcement of
its own laws.

The Court finds that the State of Colorado
has the power and authority to investigate and
prosecute violations of Colorado law, occuruing
within Colorado, when the alleged violator is a

7



tribal entity which has committed the complained
of acts outside of tribal lands.

(R. 1417). It denied the dismissal motions in their entireties and

ordered the State to reschedule forthwith the previously-postponed

advisement hearitrs (R. 1414-7415). Petitioners appealed 8". L422-

1433).

Meanwhile, the State re-set and served notice of the rescheduled

advisement hearing (R. 1419-1427). Because petitioners failed to

appear, the district court issued bench warrants to two of petitioners'

officers. However, it stayed the warrants pending petitioners' appeal

(Tr. pp.10, Il.10-14;11, 11.2-5;25,1I.1-13; Supp.R. I"t 40-4I; 109-112).

The court of appeals' disposition was more nuanced. Determining

that petitioners' contentions required discovery and fact-finding, it

remanded the case for further inquiry into the bona fides of their

"immunity from suit" defense. It ordered the district court to conduct a

Trinity-styles hearing to determine the merits of the d.efense. The court

also imposed upon the State the burden to negate, by a preponderance

of the evidence, the immunity defense and show that the lenders were

nontribal or, if tribal, were not immune. Finally, it continued the stay

s TrirLity Broad., Inc. u. City of Westminster, S4S P.zd 916 (Colo. 1993).



of the bench warrants pending determination on remand of the officers'

entitlement to immunity. See Støte ex rel. Suthers u. Cash Ad,uønce, 205

P.3d 389, 401-403, 406, 407,408-409, 410 (CoIo.App. 2008).

Statement of Facts

The facts the State was able to learn contrast starkly with those

petitioners present. These facts begin with the initial consumer

complaints the State received, and the loan documents and letterhead

in connection therewith, that precipitated the State's investigation:

These documents all showed that the lenders were located in Carson

City, Nevada (R. 1026fl6; 1032-1042).

However, in their sworn testimony submitted with their dismissal

motions, the Nevada corporations (CB and Executive), although using

these same addresses (R. 10261TT7,8; 1043-1048; I} gnz),d.isclaimed

aTLy conrLection to the lenders (R. 62-631TT3-7; 73-741t113-7). For their

part, petitioners insist ed. they were the lenders under investigation and

disclaim ed any relationship to the Nevada corporations or the Carson

City ad d.resses (Supp.R. 1.t 1 9-201TT 2,5,73,1 6; 3 7-38T(]12, 6, 1 3, 1 6).

Through its discovery, the State attempted to dig deeper into

petitioners' and the Nevada corporations' conclusory affidavits and

I



explore the relationships between and among them and the lenders. At

every step, petitioners and the Nevada corporations frustrated the

State's efforts to uncover the truth.

Nevertheless, the State elsewhere obtained information that

directly contradicted petitioners' and the Nevada corporations'

representations to the court. This information showed that the lenders

\ryere nontribal.a This included:

. Kansas' litigation with one of the Nevada corporations - CB -
'over illegal payday lending. Contemporaneously with its

motion to dismiss here, CB was settling its case with Kansas.

There, and contrary to its s\Morn testimony here, CB admitted

doing business as Cash Advance and Fontano testified, he was

Cash Advance's president. The same law firm (Evans &

Mullinix) represented CB/Fontano there as here (R. 54-56TT6-

8,I7-I2; 62-631T1 2-7 ; L029T 1 3; 1 1 39- 1 I4I; It 42; I200lT 1 ; 7210;

7220na; 1223;7237).

. Kansas' companion case against another Carson City-

headquartered company, Silver State Business Administrators,

a Petitioners should have disclosed during discovery, but instead
concealed, this informat íon (e. g., R. 227 -238T 

11 27- 32; 954- 958).
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Inc., dlbla United Cash Loans G,. 1029nla;1238-1280).

Despite the statements there that United Cash Loans ïvas a

"business entity" of the Nevada company ß". 1267), petitioners

here claimed the lender rñ¡as tribal G,. 519; 1028T11(23); 1122).

A2004 Washington State consumer complaint against Cash

Advance, which included a check, made out to Cash Advance,

endorsed by CB for deposit into its account (R. 1030T15 ; L28I-

1285). CB/Cash Advance's letterhead showed its Carson City

address (R. 1289).

. An affidavit from CB's and Executive's initial incorporator and

director confirming that the lenders \Mere d/b/a's of the Nevada

corporations (R. 1027I 18, 9; lO 49n2; 1 054- 1 055, 1 063- 1 064).

Petitioners' o\Mn documents - produced only after the district court

compelled them to do so - belied. and exposed numerous inconsistencies

in their conclusory affidavits. For example:

. SFS and MNE were not created and did not exist until March

and May 2005, respectively (R. 10281T1I(79),(22); 1084-1085;

1103-110+¡.s

5 MNE intimates it began business as early as November 2003 (R.

11



The tribes did not adopt their respective tribal payday loan

ordinances, pursuant to which the lenders purportedly were

licensed, until Novemb er 2004 and March 2005 ß,,. 452-453;

495-496; Supp.R. I,t 20n7 ; 38T8).

Although MNE's "Tribal Financial Services" division (itself not

created. until June 2005 in a "clarifying" resolution @. 515-

516)) obtained several tribal payday loan licenses under the

d/b/a's "IJS FastCash' ", "Ameriloan", and. "IJnited. Cash Loans",

,these licenses did not issue until February 2005 (R. 517-519;

1 0281T 1 I (23) ; 1L2o -1722) .

Despite MNE's contrary statement (Supp.R.1.t 20T7), ruo license

issued to Cash Advance.

. Because Santee Nation payday lending licenses last only one

year, must be renewed annually, and the earliest Preferred

Cash Loans license expired in December 2005 (R. a58$20S;

1027-1028'1110(15); IO74), the earliest Preferred Cash Loans

could have been licensed was December 2004.

740717). However: MNE's predecessor @. I407nÐ was not formed
until April 2004 (R. 630n.3; 997n.20); and nowhere in MNE's initial
affidavit (Supp.R.l't 19-21) did it aver MNE's predecessor made loans or
did business as "Cash Advance".
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Thus, MNE's and SFS's creation, the tribal payday loan

ordinances pursuant to which they allegedly \Mere licensed, and the

licenses themselves, all came after: the lenders' loan-making (which

occurred as early as January 2003 G,. 1139-11a1)); the consumer

complaints and Administrator's resulting November 2004 cease and

desist advisories @. 1032-1041); and the State's January ZOOS

investigations (R. 5-12; 1s-25). As the court of appeals recognized, the

State's evidence raised significant questions regarding the lenders' true

identities. See Cash Aduance, 205 P.3d at 396.

SUMMAB,Y OF ARGUMENT

First, the court of appeals erred in requiring the State to litigate

petitioners' "immunity from suit" defense in subpoena enforcement

proceedings. Executive agencies are accorded wide latitude in

conducting investigations. A court's role in investigative subpoena

enforcement proceedings is limited to assuring the investigation is

lawfully authorized, the information sought is relevant to the inquiry,

and. the subpoena is sufficiently specific. All other issues, including

matters in defense of an ultimate regulatory enforcement action, are

inappropriate for d etermination in subpoena enforcement proceedings.

13



Second, the court of appeals correctly held that petitioners'

asserted immunity does not preclude, at minimum, inquiry into the

basis upon which that immunity depends. First, tribes are not immune

from investigation into off-reservation activity. Second, claim

preclusion bars petitioners' immunþ defense. Third, petitioners

conceded that discovery of information relevant to immunity was

proper, and, by producing some information, they waived any right to

withhold other information. Fourth, a court may require production of

information necessary to determine its own jurisdiction.

Third, this Court, as did the court of appeals, may fashion a test to

determine whether petitioners are entitled to their tribes' immunity.

Subordinate tribal corporations have no inherent immunity of their

oïr/n. Whether a tribal corporation, engaged in illegal, off-reservation

payday lending, should be immune (if at all), should depend on whether

the corporation functions as a bona fide "arm of the tribe."

Fourth, the court of appeals erred in imposing upon the State the

burden to negate, by a preponderance of the evidence, petitioners'

immunity defense. "Immunity from suit" is a non-subject matter

jurisdictional affirmative defense whose proponent bears the burdens of
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production and persuasion. Because petitioners assert this defense in'

investigatory subpoena enforcement proceedings, if the State bears any

burden it is the statutory "cause to believe" investigation standard and

not the more stringent "preponderance of the evid.ence" stand.ard..

Fifth, petitioners'corporate officers are not immune from the

district court's bench warrants. Assuming these officers are tribal

officers (an assumption lacking record support), tribal officers are not

protected by immunity. Even if they \ryere, the court of appeals correctly

held that such immunity does not attach when the tribe violates state

Iaw. Because petitioners violated the district court's command to

appear and answer contempt charges, their officers are not immune

from the bench warrants' operation.

Sixth, the court of appeals was correct that arbitration clauses

possibly contained in petitioners' loan agreements waived immunity.

ARGUMENT

I. PETITIONERS' IMMUNITY IS NOT PROPERLY REACHED
IN SUBPOENA ENFORCEMENT PROCEEDINGS

The State's investigation seeks answers to questions central to its

regulatory coverage over the illegal lending activity it is investigating:

who are the lenders? Are they bona fide d/b/a's of tribal corporations?

15



Or are the lenders in reality nontribal entities that havq affiliated in

some manner with tribal corporations in the hope that, by such

affiliation, they will benefit from tribal immunity and shietd their

itlegal activity from state scrutiny? Whether the illegal activity

ultimatety is protected by tribal immunity requires significantly more

factual development and in-vestigation.

The State requires this information to fulfill its statutory

obligation to decide whether, and if so against whom, to bring a plenary

regulatory enforcement action for violations of the statutes it enforces.

Should the State decide to bring such an action, and should a putative

defendant in that action claim immunity, then at that time and in that

forum the defense can be raised and fully litigated on its merits.

Questions of immunity, howeve t, atenot properly answered in

investigative subpoena enforcement proceedings. Instead, the purpose

of such proceedings is to enable the State to acquire from a recalcitrant

party the information it needs for its decision-making process. Indeed,

the State brought these proceedings because the lenders refused to

provide information bearing on these questions. By nevertheless

requiring the State to litigate these matters before investigating them,

16



the court of appeals "put the cart before the horse." Kohn u. Minn. ex

rel. Humphrey,336 N.W.2d 292,296 (Minn. 1983)

It is axiomatic that an agency, just as a court, always has

jurisdiction to determine its jurisdiction. See, e.9., Olela. Press Pub. Co.

u. Walling,327 U.S. 186, 2I4 (19aÐ; People ex rel. Ma,cFarlane u. Am.

Banco Corp., 194 CoIo.32,37,570P.2d825,829 (1977). Accordingly, it

is improper to require an agency to substantiate its jurisdictional,

regulatory coverage before it is allowed to investigate it.

For example, in Walling, subpoenaed parties, claiming they had

"total immunity" from and were "beyond the reach of . . . judicial power"

under the First, Fourth, and Fifth Amendments, challenged an agency's

"right to judicial enforcement" of investigative subpoenas. 327 U.S. at

189, 196. As here, they argued that "the question of coverage," which

their immunity raised, "must be adjudicated before the subpoenas may

be enforced." Id,. at 189. The Court disagreed and affirmed the lower

court's subpoena enforcement ord.er.

The Court stressed that the purpose of an agency's subpoena, and

a court's enforcement order,

is to discover and procure evidence, not to prove a
pending charge or complaint, but upon which to
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make one if, in the [agency's] judgment, the facts
thus discovered should justify doing so.

Id,. at199-201. It stated:

Congress has authorized the [agency], rather
than the District Courts in the first instance, to
determine the question of coverage in the
preliminary inve sti gation of possibly existing
violations; in doing so to exercise [the agency's]
subpoena porwer for securing evidence upon that
question
subpoena, . . . to have the aid of the District Court
in enforcing it.

Id,. at 2L4; øccord,, Am. Banco at 37, 570P.2d at 829 (quoting Walting).

Similarly , in End,icott Johnson Corp. u. Perlzins, 317 U.S. 501

(1943), an agency subpoenaed a party to determ íne inter alia whether

the party fell within the agency's regulatory coverage. When the party

refused to comply, the agency brought subpoena enforcement

proceedings. The district court refused to enforce the subpoenas.

Instead, it required the agency to prove at a hearing whether the party

fell within the agency's coverage . See id,. at506-507.

The Court reversed. It stated that "the District Court [was not]

authorized to decide the question of coverage itself' and "had no

authority . . . to cond.ition enforcement of [the] subpoenas" upon that

decision. Id. at 509; see, e.g., Sec. & Exch. Comm'n u. Brigød,oon Scotch
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Distrib. Co., 480 F.zd L047, 1052-1053 (2"a Ctu. 1973) (agency's

regulatory jurisdiction and investigative authority are distinct; former

is "not to be d.ecid.ed in subpoena enforcement actions," but instead

agency "must be free without undue interference or delay to conduct an

investigation [to] adequately develop a factual basis for a determination

as to whether particular activities come within the [agency's] regulatory

authoritt'); N.L.R.B|. u. Chapø De Ind,ian Health Program, Inc.,3,!G

F.3d 995, 1002 (9tn Cir. 2003) (enforcing agency subpoena against tribal

entity over objection tribal status deprived agency of jurisdiction;

'judicial intervention prior to the [agency's] own determination of its

jurisdiction is inappropriate"); BankWest, Inc. u. Oxend,ine, 598S.8.2d

343, 347 (Ga.App zooD)(distinguishing between investigative and

regulatory powers; agency "must be allowed to continue [its]

investigation to determine if [entity's] activities fall within [agency's]

regulatory authority"); Kohn,336 N.W.2d at 296 ("[t]o require the state

to substantiate its case [in subpoena enforcement proceedings] before it

may be allowed to investigate it would put the cart before the horse").

Instead, a court's inquiry in subpoena enforcement proceedings is

"quite narro\ry." EEOC u. Chitd,ren's Hosp. Med. Ctr., 77g F.Zd,I ZG,
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L428 (9tn Cir. 1983) (en banc), øbrogation on other grounds recognized in

EEOC u. Fed. Express Corp.,558 F.3d 842,848 (9tn Cir. 2009). Is the

investigation for a lawfully authorized purpose; is the information

sought relevant to the investigation; and is the subpoena sufficiently

specific and adequate but not excessive? See Charnes u. DiGiaconl,o,

612P.2dIII7,IL22 (Colo. 1980) (citing Walling). In particular, an

agency's investigative jurisdiction "is not abrogated' by an investigated

party's potential defense to a subsequent enforcement action.

Children's Hosp. , 7 19 F.zd at 1429 (citing En dicott and Wølling) .

The courts' "narrow" role derives from the "fundamental

relationship between the courts and administrative bodies." U.S. u.

Morton SøIt Co., 338 U.S. 632,640 (1950). The legislature may delegate

"inquisitorial' authority to executive agencies. Id. Itis the øgency's

function to investigate and determine violations of law "at least

initially." Id. at 643. The judicial function is separate. Respecting

these separate functions, the courts' supervision of executive

investigations is limited. See id,. at 640-643.

This limited role also is consistent with the policy behind

statutory subpoena enforcement proceedings. They are "summary in
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nature" and provide "a simplified procedure for the judicial enforcement

of administrative subpoenas." People ex rel. Orcutt u. Dist. Ct., L64

Colo. 385, 392, 435P.2d374,377 (1967). Otherwise, an agency's

investigation could be "slow[ed] down to a virtual standstil . . . by

[reason of] the law's well-known delay." Id,. at 392, 435 P.2d at 377; see

Am. Banco at 4I, 57OP.2d at 831 (CPA subpoena enforcement

procedure is "summary in nature")

Claims of immunity by subordinate tribaL corporations possibly

engaged in illegal off-reservation payday lending should be accord.ed no

special deference. See, e.g., Chapa De, 316 F.3d at 997,1002 (rejecting

tribal entity's claim that tribal immunity barred subpoena enforcement

proceeding).

Indeed, unlike the immunity tn Walling, trlbal immunity is not

mandated by either the Constitution or statute. Instead, it is a judge-

made doctrine that developed "almost by accident." Kiorua Tribe u. Mfs.

Techs., lnc.,523 U.S. 75I,756-757 (1993); see Inyo County, Cal. u.

Paiute-Shoshone Ind,ians,53S U.S. 7Ol, 773 (2003) (Stevens, J.,

concurring); Three Affiliøted Tribes u. Wold Eng'g, P.C.,476 U.S. 877,

890 (1986) (tribal immunity is "common la\ry" doctrine).
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Because an agency's jurisdictional coverage is the øgency's

function to investigate and consid.er "at least initially," and the courts

are not "authorizeü' to condition enforcement of an agency's subpoenas

upon a demonstration of such "coverage," even where Constitutional-

based immunity is asserted, then a fortiorzl the same applies where

tribal immunity is claimed. Thus, the State should be allowed to

investigate whether its regulatory jurisdiction extends to the illegal

payday lending activity under scrutiny; of nlcessity this includes the

legitimacy of petitioners' claim to immunity.

Here, the State's investigation and judicial enforcement

proceedings in furtherance thereof are statutorily authorized.. See Code

SS 5.6-106(1), (3); CPA SS 6-1-107 to -109; Cash Ad,uance,205 P.3d at

401. The district court performed its "narro\ry'" function and found the

subpoenas proper under Wattingl DiGiacomo (R. 27 -28nn1,8; Supp.R. 1"t

1-3f 111,8). No one appealed. See Bd. of Med. Exam'rs u. Duhon, 844

P.2d L372, 1313 (Colo. App. 1992) (subpoena enforcement orders are

final, appealabte judgments); see also Morton Salt,33S U.S. at 68T, G5B

(party failed to challenge investigation). Instead, petitioners ignored

the district court's enforcement orders, whereupon it issued contempt
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citations

To inject the court of appe als' Trinity-styLeprocedure in these

proceedings would upset the proper separation between judicial and

executive functions. By requiring the State to litigate petitioners'

claims 1- "we are the lenders and are immune" - as a prerequisite to

seeking court aid in investigating those claims, the court of appeals "put

the cart before the horse." Kohn, 336 N.W.2d at 296. Its procedure

would impair, interfere with, and "slow d.own to a virtual standstill' the

State's investigation. Orcutt at 392, 435 P.2d at 377 .

Because immunity is not properly reached in these proceedings,

the Court, should reverse the court of appeals on this ground alone. The

Court need not consider this case's other issues. Nevertheless, the

State addresses them.

il. PETITIONERS ARE NOT IMMUNE FROM ANSWERING
SUBPOENAS OR .JUDICIAL ENFORCEMENT THEREOF

Petitioners'principal argument is that their asserted immunity

precludes judicial enforcement of the State's investigative subpoenas,

and thereby prevents the State, and the courts, from any ínquiry into

the very basis upon which their immunity may depend (O.Br. 17-26).

The court of appeals rightly recognized and rejected petitioners' circular
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contention: "tribal sovereign immunity [does not] preventfl the trial

court from enforcing the [State's] subpoenas . . . which sought

information necessary to resolve [petitioners'] assertion that [the

lenders] are tribal entities immune from the [State's] regulatory

investigation." Cash Ad,uance at 402. It was correct in this narrow

holding. First, at minimum, tribal immunity does not prevent an

investigation into a subord.inate tribal corporation's claim to immunity,

especially where the corporation is engaged in illegal, off-reservation

activity. Second., because petitioners rwere required. to raise any

immunity claim in the underlying su-bpoena enforcement proceedings,

they are precluded from raising their immunity defense in these

collateral contempt proceedings. Third, they conceded the State's

entitlement to information necessary to resolve their immunity claim

and, by selectively "voluntarily" producing some information, they

waived any right they may have had to withhold other information.

Finally, a court's jurisdiction to determine its jurisdiction of necessity

includes marshalling and resolving the facts necessary for that

determination.

A. Imrnunity Does Not Bar
Investigation of A Tribe's Off-
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Reservation Activity

The Supreme Court long has held that "[a]bsent express federal

law to the cont ràty,Indians going beyond reservation boundaries have

generally been held subject to non-discriminatory state law otherwise

applicable to all citizens of the State." Mescalero Apøche Tribe u. Jones,

411 U.S. I45,148-749(1973) (upholding state's authority to tax tribe's

commercial, off-reservation activity). It rejected as "particularly

treacherous" the broad generalization that states are prohibited from

enforcing their laws "'whether the ftribal] enterprise is located on or off

tribal land."' Id,. at 147-748; see Organized, ViU. of Kal¿e u. Egan,369

U.S. 60, 62-63 ,75-76 (1962) (state properly could enforce licensing and

police po\Mer laws over off-reservation tribal fishing activities; "state

regulation of off-reservation fishing certainly does not impinge on

tre aty- prote cte d re servation self- governme nt").

Thus, in Neuada u. Hiclzs,533 U.S. 353 (2001), the Court rejected

a tribe member's challenge to a state's authority to execute, on tribal

land, a search warrant to investigate whether the tribe member

unlawfully poached protected. game off-reservation. In doing so, the

Court: reiterated the well-established principle that, where "state
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interests outside the reservation are implicated, States may regulate

the activities even of tribe members on tribal land," id,. at 362;rejected

the notion that under federal Indian law state officials cannot

"inuestigate or prosecute violations of state law occurring off the

reservation," id. at 366 (emphasis added); and explained that upholding

the state's authority to investigate, even on tribal lands, "is necessary to

'prevent [reservations] from becoming an asylum for fugitives from

justice,"' id. at 364 (quoting Fort Leøuenworth R. Co. u. Lowe,114 U.S.

525,533 (1385)). It there concluded:

The State's interest in execution of process is
considerable, and even when it relates to Indian-
fee lands it no more impairs the tribe's self-
government than federal enforcement of federal
law impairs state government.

Similarly, ín Inyo County, the county, in investigating welfare

fraud, executed a search warrant upon a tribe by forcibly entering,

cutting the locks off, and seizing records from the tribe's building on

tribal land. The tribe sued the county under 42 U.S.C. S 1983, claiming

the county violated the tribe's sovereignty and right to self-government.

Id. at 704-705. The Court, concluding a tribe was not a "person",

affirmed the suit's dismissal. In so doing, it stated the tribe's "asserted
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'sovereign' status" neither precluded the county's investigation nor gave

rise to a $ 1983 claim "to vindicate the [tribe's claimed] sovereign right."

Id. at 77I-712.

Here, the State is investigating in-state, off-resewation violations

of Colorado's consumer lending and protection laws. Prohibiting usury

is a traditional, historic state police power. See, e.g., Griffith u. Corun.,

218 U.S. 563, 569 (1910); Cauanøugh u. People, 61 Colo . 292, 296-297,

I57 P. 200, 202 (LgI6); see also Goleta Na,t'l Banlz u. Lingerfelt, 2I7

F.Supp.2 d 77I, 716 (E.D.N.C . 2002) (state has vital interest in

protecting citizens from usury); Cash Ad,uance at 401 (consumer lending

is area where legislature expressed "important need for regulation');

People exrel. Dunbar u. Gym of Am., Únc.,177 CoIo. 97,711-113, 493

P.2d660, 667-668 (Ig72) (consumer protection is state police power).

The State's statutory investigative authority is an equally vital

and necessary police power. Se:e, e.g., Hicl¿s,533 U.S. at 364 (state's

investigative interest is "considerable"); Am. Banco at 38, 570P.2d, at

829; McGee u. Bd. of Accountøncy, 169 Colo . 87 , 92, 453 P.zd 800, 802

(1 969) (prosecutorial pore\¡er "necessarily involves" investigation).

As Hiclz.s and Inyo Countymake plain, because this matter
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involve s an o ff-r eservation investigation into off -re se rvation ille gal

conduct, requiring petitioners to answer the State's subpoenas nowise

impairs any self-government rights nor implicates any "sovereign

status" concerns. Accordingly, they are not immune from the State's

investigation, nor from j udicial enforcement procee dings (including

contempt) arising therefrom. See, e.g., Solis u. Matheson,563 F.3d 425,

428, 437 (}tnCir. 2009) (upholding agencies' rights to inspect tribes'

books and records); Chøpa De, 376F.3d at ll}Z(enforcing subpoena

against tribal entity); Chao u. Spolzane Tribe of Indiør¿s, 2008 WL

4443821, *1 (8.D. Wash. 2008) (denying tribe's motion to quash

ad.ministrative subpoen a); see also (J.5. u. S,arúee Sioux Tríbe, 254F.3d,

72'8 ç8tn Cir. 2001) (tribe subject to court's contempt powers).

Petitioners concede that "stateI substantive law" applies to them

(O.Br. 2I); i.e., that they are subject to the State's statutory

investigative regime. Nevertheless, they rely upon Kiowa to contend

their immunity bars the State'from seeking court aid in investigating

the factual basis of their claimed immunity (O.Br. 17-21).

Petitioners notwithstandi .ng, Kio*ø does not compel such a result:

involved there \ryas a tribe, not a subordinate tribal corporation, see
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infra p. 40;the case concerned. a private collection suit on a promissory

note and. not a statutorily-authorized investigation of a corporation's

claim to tribal immunity; the Court there approvingly cited its prior

Mescalero and Kal¿e decisions, see 523 U.S. at 755; and the Court's

subsequ ent Hicl¿s and Inyo County decisions reaffirm a state's authority

to investigate off-reservation state law violations.G

Petitioners also contend Puyallup Tribe, Inc. u. Dep't of Game, 433

U.S. 165 (1977), makes it "clearìthut tribal immunity "prevents" a

court "from compelling the production of documents to assist the State's

investigation" (O.Br. 18). Nor.ohere does Puyallup so hold, nor did the

case involve an inquiry into the factual underpinnings of a tribal

corporation's claim of immunity. Instead, involved. there \Mas a suit to

enjoin a tribe, and its members, from fishing in violation of state

conservation laws. See id. at 167, I70-17I, \72. Insofar as the tribe

was concerned, the Supreme Court held that the injunction infringed

upon t}re tribe's "valid claim of immunity." Id,. at I72-I73. However,

the Couú affirmed tlne injunction against the individuals, stating that

9 OIeIa. Tax Commh u. Citizen Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe, 498 U.S.
505 (1991) (O.Br. 18, 2l-22), which involved a suit against a tribe to
collect unpaid taxes, and not a proceeding to enforce an investigation
into a tribal corporation's claim of immunity, is similarly inapposite.



the "doctrine of sovereign immunity . . . does not immunize the

individual members of the Tribe" Id. at I7I-I72.

B. Claim Preclusion Bars
Petitioners' Imrnunity D efense

Because petitioners claim to be the lenders, they are precluded

from raising their ir,nmunity defense at this late date.

This matter arises in the context of contempt resulting from the

Ienders' failure to comply with the district court's subpoena enforcement

ord.ers. Contempt proceedings are collateral to these underlying orders.

See, e.g., Wallzer u. City of Birminghøm,38S U.S. 307, 313-314 (1967)

(citing Howat u. Kansas,258 U.S. 181 (1922)); Cauanaugh u. Dep't of

Soc. Serus.,644P.2d7,4-6 (Colo. 1982) (implicit; party may not

collaterally attack underlying judgment in contempt proceeding). A

court, having acquired jurisdiction, retains jurisdiction to enforce via

contempt obedience to its orders. See, e.g., In re Marriøge of Nussbeck,

974P.2d 493, 497 (CoIo. 1999); Gonzales u. Dist. Ct., 629 P.2d 7074,

1075 (CoIo. 1981).

Claim preclusion bars subsequent claims by parties based on

claims that were or could have been raised previously. It bars

not only . . . matters actually presented to sustain



or defeat the right asserted in the earlier
proceeding, "but also . . . any other available
matter which might have been presented to that
end."

Chicot County Drainage Dist. u. Baxter State Banl¿,308 U.S. 37L, 378

(19a0); see, e.9., Kuhn u. State,897 P.2d792,795 (Colo. 1gg5) ("res

judicata provides 'that an existing judgment is conclusive of the rights

of the parties in any subsequent suit on the same claim"').

"It has long been the rule that principles of res judicata apply to

jurisdictional determinations," including subject matter. Ins. Corp. of

Ir., Ltd. u. Compagnie des Bauxítes de Guinee,456 U.S. 694,702n.9

(1982); øccord, e.g., O'Neitt u. Simpson, 958 P.2d,lI2I,1723 (Colo.

1ee8).

Further, "[a] party that has had an opportunity to litigate the

question of subject-matter jurisdiction may not . . . reopen that question

in a collateral attack upon an adverse judgment." Ins. Corp., 456 U.S.

at 7OZ n.9; see Chicot County,308 U.S. at 377; O'NeiIl,g58 P.zd at II23.

Even arL errotleous determination of subject matter jurisdiction is

preclusive in a collateral proceeding. See, e.g., Chicot County at 376; In

re Wøter Rights of Elk Dance Colo., LLC,139 P.3d 660, 670 (CoIo. 2006);

People in Interest of E.E.A. u. J.M.,854P.2d1346,1350-1351 (Colo.
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App. 1993) (subject matter is res judicata even if not litigated).

Here, the district court found it had personal and subject matter

jurisdiction over the parties @. 27nI; Supp.R.l.t UT1). These orders

were final, appealable judgments. See Duhon,844P.2d at 1313.

Because no one appealed, the orders are binding and conclusive.

Accordingly, they are preclusive of petitioners' immunity-based

challenge, even assuming immunity is subject matter jurisdictional.

Further, petitioners had ample opportunity to raise their

immunity defense. They could have sought to quash the subpoenas,

moved to vacate the orders enforcing them, or taken direct appeals.

They did none of these. See Morton SaIt,338 U.S. at 68T, G5B (party did

not challenge investigation); cf. Am. Barucoat 38, 570P.2d, at 829

(subpoena subject to judicial review); Bd.'of Accountancy u. Arthur

Andersen LLP,116 P.3d 1245, 1246 (Colo. App. 2005) þarty moved to

quash subpoena and appealed subsequent enforcement order).

Instead, they waited only until faced with contempt to speak.tp.

Having remained silent and "failed to raise the question in the

proceeding . . . in which they could have raised it and had it finally

deternrined," they may not now do so. Chicot County,308 U.S. at 378;
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see Walleer,388 U.S. at 3I7, 320-32I (party precluded from challenging

constitutionality of underlying injunction in subsequent contempt

proceeding); see also, ê.9., Dul¿e u. Picl¿ett, 168 Colo. 2I5,2I8,45IP.2d

288,290 (1969) (untimely raised defense is waived.).

Nor may petitioners complain the enforcement orders \ryere etr

parte. Walkerrejected. a similar claim. There, the Court upheld

contempt against parties who disobeyed an ex parte temporary

injunction, ob."roing the parties could have, but did not, seek to have

the injunction dissolved or vacated, or taken an appeal, before

disobeying it. See id., 388 U.S. at 313, 318-319. And, tlne ex parte

subpoena enforcement proced.ure employed- here long has been

approved . See Orcutt at 387,392-393, 435 P.2d at 375, 377 -378

(vacating trial court's order quashin g ex parte subpoena enforcement

order); Arthur Andersen, IL6 P.3d at 1246 (ex parte enforcement).

Accordingly, because petitioners failed to raise immunity either to

challenge directly the subpoenas or subpoena enforcement orders or on

direct appeal therefrom, they are precluded from asserting it in these

collateral contempt proceedings.T Their attempt to nevertheless do so

z Petitioners' reliance upon Lombørdo u. DepI of Pub. Welfare,540 F.3d

or)Ðù



violates the strong public policy favoring finality of judgments. See

People exrel. J.A.U. u. R.L.C., 47 P.3d 327,3g0-331 (CoIo. 2002).

C. Petitioners Conceded The
Propriety of Discovery into
fmrnunity And Waived Their
Objections Thereto

Petitioners conceded the State uras entitled to "discovery

necessary to decide the issue of sovereign immunity'' (R. 317; see Cash

Aduance at 403). Having so conceded, their continued opposition to the

State's investigation into this issue (and judicial enforcement thereoÐ,

is disingenuous.

Further, by "voluntarily" providing some information (O.Br. 5),

petitioners waived whatever rights they had to withhold other

information bearing on the State's inquiry. See U.S. u. Jarnes, 980 F.2d

I3\4, 1320 (gth Cfu. 1992) (tribe cannot selectively provide some

documents "and then hide behind a claim of sovereign immunity'' to

withhold others); Alew,nd,er u. FBI,186 F.R.D. 54,59 (D.D.C. 1998)

(party may not arrogate unto itself porruer to determine and unilaterally

190, 198 n.7 (3'a Cir. 2008), and Sac & FoxNatiott u. Hanson,47 F.3d
1061, 1063 (10tn Cfu. 1995XO.8r. 25-26) is misplaced. These cases' dicta
at most stand for the proposition that, if not properly preserved,
immunity may be raised only on direct appeal. Lombardo dtd not even
involve tribal immunity and the issue Øøs preserved.



select those documents it will produce and those it will withhold); see

øIso Scott u. Møtløck, Inc.,39 P.3d 1160, 1-I73 (CoIo. 2O0Z) (party may

not obstruct orderly discovery by concealing documents only to argue

later they \Mere not discoverable); Rush Creelt, Solutions, Inc. u. [Jte

Mountain (Jte Tribe,107 P.3d 402,a0S (CoIo. App. 2004) (immunity

waiver may result from tribe's words, abtions, and other conduct).

Critically, among the documents petitioners withheld are those

concerning their and the lenders'business operations and revenue

d isposition (R. 96T lT27- 30; 1 00- 1 0 1 T!T69- 7 2; 22a117 4; 237 -232fl 3 1 (a) ;

23 51T 3 1 ( s); 256-258T T 27- 3o; 27 7 -279I'1T69- 7 2; 365 -366; 37 4-37 5; 37 e -

380; 635; 648-649n128-32; 724-725; 739-7 42). These documents will

either bolster, or refute, petitioners' assertion that they arcthe lenders.

Further, the documents bear on whether petitioners, if indeed the

Ienders, function as bona fide "arms" of their tribes.

The State's evidence so far uncovered suggests that the lenders

are norúribaland., perhaps, have affiliated in some way with petitioners

to take advantage of petitioners' claim to immunity. By this

relationship, the lenders seek to conceal their illegal loan-making

behind petitioners' immunity.
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Similar relationships are well-known to usury jurisprudence. One

such scheme that has received. much recent scrutiny is "rent-a-bank' "

payday lending. In this scheme, payday lenders partnered with

federally-insured depository institutions. By this arrangement, they

sought to d.isguise the true lender and use the institutions'fed.eral

preemption, interest rate exportation powers to avoid compliance with

state lending laws. See, e.g., Goleta Nat'l Bank u. O'Donnel:l,, 239

F.Supp.2 d 7 45, 7 48 n.2 (S.D. Ohio 2002) (noting cases involving "rent-a-

bank" "to circumvent a state's usury laws"); Banl¿Wesú, 598 S.tr.2d at

347 (describing "rent-a-bank" as "an attempt to circumvent state usury

laws"); USA Payday Cash Aduance Ctrs. u. Oxendine,585 5.F,.2d924,

926-927 (Ga. App. 2003) (same); see ølso State ex rel. Salazar u. ACE

Cash Express;, [nc.,188 F.Supp.2d 1282, 1284-1285 (D. Colo. 2002)

("rent-a-bank" d.id. not allow lend.er to remove state regulatory action to

federal court).

The courts rejected, this device, holding that whether the

institution was the lender, or a front to disguise the true lender, was

decided, und.er trad.itional "substance over form" usury jurisprudence.

See, e.g., Banh,West, Inc. u. Bal¿er, 324 F.Supp.2d 1333, 1350-1351 (N.D.
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Ga.2O04), aff'd,411 F.3d 7289 (11rn Cir. 2005), uøcated as moot, 446

F.3d 1358 (ttrn Cir. 2006); In Re Aduarrce Am., Cash Aduønce Ctrs. of

N.C., Inc., No. 05:008:CF (N.C. Comm'r of Banks Dec. 22,2005), off'ri,

(N.C. Banking Comm'n Mry 24, 20A6XR. 562-563; 57I-625) (examining

substance over form and concluding non-bank payday lender was true

lender).

Key to unmasking the "true" lender is "following the money." See,

e.g., Ban|zWest,324 F.Supp.zd at 1339- !340, L346-I349 (exploring

relationship and compensation between lender and bank partner);

BanI¿Wesú, 598 S.E.zd at 347 (regulator's investigation into lender's

relationship with bank to determine whether bank \¡,tas "true" lender

was proper and "must be.allowed'); USA Payd,ay,585 S.E. 2d. at 927

(denying payday lender's challenge to regulator's investigation into

lender's relationship with bank); Ad,uance Am., slip op. at 9-72, I4-I5,

2l-23 (R. 579-582, 584-585, 591-593) (analyzrng revenue distributions

between lender and "rent-a-bank" partner).

Here, too, the State's investigation into whether petitioners are

the lenders, as they claim, "must be allowed." BønlzWest,598 S.E.2d at

347.
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D. A Court May Compel
Production of Information
Necessary to Determine
Jurisdiction

Because a court always has jurisdiction to determine its

jurisdiction, of necessity it may compel marshalling the facts necessary

for that determination. See Cash Ard,uance at  )2(citing State ex rel.

Danielson u. Vicl¿roy,627 P.2d752 (CoLo. 1981); see, e.9., Chicot County,

308 U.S. at 376. Petitioners do not argue otherwise. Since petitioners

contend. immunity is subject matter jurisdictional (r.g., Supp.R.l.t 14-

16; 32-35), at minimum they are subject to jurisdictional discovery.

Simply, the State's efforts to unravel the inconsistencies and

discrepancies it so far has uncovered does not interfere with petitioners'

asserted sovereign rights of self-governance: "'the right to make laws

and be ruled by them ."' Hic|zs, 533 U.S. at 364. "This makes perfect

sense." -fd. If a mere claim of immunity could erect an impenetrable

wall and block the inquiring eyes of the State - and the courts - into the

vely basis of that claim, then consumers would be prey to any "'fugitives

from justice,"' id.;who seek refuge behind those walls. This should not

be countenanced:

[P]etitioners'view if accepted would stop much if



not all of investigation in the public interest at
the threshold of inquiry and., in the case of the
Administrator, is designed avowedly to do so.
This would render substantially impossibte [her]
effective discharge of the duties of investigation
and enforcement which Congress has placed upon
[her]. And if [her] functions could be thus
bÏocked, so might many others of equal
importance.

Walling,327 U.S. at 2I3.

III. THE COURTS MAY FASHION A TEST TO DETERMINE
\ryHETHER A SUBORDINATE TRIBAL BUSINESS IS ENTITLED

TO TRIBAL IMMUNITY

Petitioners (and tribal amici) urge adoption of a "bright line" test

to determine whether a subordinate tribal corporation is a bona fide,

immune "armof the tribe." They contend that the only inquiry required

is "whether the Tribal Entities are subdivisions of the respective tribal

governments" (O.Br. 29).

This test would exalt form over substance.s The court of appeals,

recognizing the potential for abuse of mere "form,'; properly devised a

test to pierce the veils of form, identifii the "true" lenders, and-, if the

lenders truly were tribal, examine whether they function as "arms of

the tribe." See Cash Aduance at 405-406.

8 As would tribal ømici's immunity-by-decree "intenf,' test that relies
solely on self-serving "intenf' statements @rief of Tribal Amici 19-20).



Initialty (and petitioners notwithstandin g, see O.Br. 19), the

Supreme Court has not extended - ín Kiowo or elsewhere - common-

Iaw tribal immunity to tribal corporations or other subordinate tribal

enterprises. See, e.9., Trudgeon u. Fantasy Springs Casino,84

Cal.Rptr.2d65,67-69 (CaI. Ct. App. 1999) (tribal corporation has "no

inherent immunity of [its] own"; distinguishing Kiowa as involving

tribe, not subordinate corporation); Cash Adua,nce at 403 ("The Supreme

Court has yet to establish a test for determining when tribal immunity

should be extended to tribal corporations"); Bittte u. Bahe,192 P.3d 810,

826 n.19 (Okla. 2008) (Kiowa does not support"a rule that tribal

immunity extends to tribal enterprises 'incorporated' under tribal

ordinances"); Wright u. Coluille Tribal Enter. Corp.,147 P.3d 1275,

1280-1281, 1283 n.5 @ash. 2006) (Madsen, J., concurring) (Kiowa

involved tribe and did not resolve whether tribal immunity extended to

tribal corporations); McNally CPA's & Consultants,S.C. u. DJ Hosts,

[nc.,692 N.W.2d 247, 252 n.5 (Wis. Ct. App. 2004) (Kiowa inapposite to

question whether tribal immunity extends to separate tribal entity).

Given this vacuum, the state and lower federal courts are free to

determine whether tribal immunity should be extended to a tribal
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corporation. S¿e Thomas P. Mclish, Note, Tribal Souereign Immunity:

Searching for Sensible Limits, 88 Colum. L. Rev. 173, 181 (1983)

(because tribal immunity is neither Constitutionally-required nor

Congressionally-mandated, courts may formulate its substance). They

have fashioned various tests, including whether the entity functions as

an "arm of the tribe." See, e.g., Cash Ad,uance aú 403-405 (surveying

various state court tests); Conference of Western Attorneys General,

American Indian Law Desl¿bool" 3I7-3L2 & n.118 (Larry Long & Clay

Smith eds., 4th ed. 2009) (AILD) ("arm of tribe" used to determine

whether entity entitled to immunity). This Court, too, should it reach

the issue, is free to determine whether, and. if so under what

circumstances, immunity should be so extended to the lenders und.er

investigation.

For example, this Court could hold that a subordinate tribal

corporation engaged in off-reservation commercial activrty in

competition with nontribal businesses is never entitled to immunity, as

extending such immunity judicially pre-empts state law and is

"anomalous" and "unjust." Kiowa,523 U.S. at764-766 (Stevens, J.,

dissenting); see ølso, e.g., Euans u. Bd,. of County Comm'rs, IlACoIo. 97,
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I07, 482 P.zd 968, 970 (1971) fiudicially overruling court-made

sovereign immun lty); see generally Brian C. Lake, Note, The Untimited

Souereign. Immunity of Ind,ian Tribat Businesses Operating Outsid,e the

Reseruøtion: An ld,ea Whose Time Høs Gone, 1996 Colum. Bus. L. Rev.

87, 99-106 (1996) (criticizing extending immunity to off-reservation

tribal business activities); Mclish at 189-193 (same).

Or, more narrowly, this Court could hold that immunity does not

bar judicial enforcement of investigations authorized under state

consumer protection statutes. Here, the State's regulation of consumer

credit: is a traditional state police power, see, e.g., Grffith,218 U.S. at

569; involves comprehensive statutory eonsumer protection regimes, see

Code S 5-1-102(ZXd); Gy* of Am. at 11I,.IIL, 4g3P.2d at 667; and does

not involve a traditional "inherent sovereign right of Indians or Indian

tribes" to regulate off-reservation consumer credit, Bittle,192 P.3d at

818. Nor does the State's investigation affect "the Tribe's membership

or the Tribe's right to govern its members." Id. at 827; see Hiclzs, 533

U.S. at 364. Thus, neither the State's investigation nor judicial

proceedings in furtherance thereof impair soVereignty rights.

Or, as did the court of appeals, this Court could synthesi ze from
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other courts' decisions a test to determine whether a tribal business -
assuming the business is tribal at all - is an "arm of the tribe" entitled

to its tribe's immunity . See Cash Ad,uance at 403-406.

Elere, the court of appeals' eleven-factor test seeks first to uncover

whether the lenders are tribal or nontribal. Second, and if petitioners

truly are the lenders engaged in the illegal off-reservation lending, the

test would focus on whether petitioners function as "arms of the tribes."

Relevant to this latter inquiry is whether the activity properly is

characterized as a traditional governmental function, or is proprietary

in nature. As the court of appeals stated-, a tribal corporation "is more

Iikely to be considered an arm of a tribe when it has been created to

further some basic governmental objective." Cash Ad,uance at 405. Also

relevant to this inquiry is whether the fiscal security of the tribe would

be jeopardized by the liabilities of the tribal corporation.

First, if the lenders are nontribal, then, of course, neither the

State, nor the courts, need go further; no immunity applies.

Information bearing on this question includes such things as: how the

lenders operate; how they are governed; how they account for, dispose
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of, and distribute their revenues; and who controls them.e See Cøsh

Aduance at 406.

Second, courts often have looked at a tribal corporation's

governmental rr"".rl, proprietary function in deciding issues relating to

tribal immunity, including waiver and application of federal statutes of

general application. For example, involved in Marceau u. Bløclzfeet

Hous. Auth.,455 F.3d 974 (9ta Cir.2006), modified,5l9 F 3d 838 (9tt'

Cir.), uacøted,54O F.3d 916 (gtn Cir. 2008), cert. d,enied,,129 S.Ct .2379

(2009), was whether a "sue and. be sued" clause in an ord,inance creating

a tribal housing authority waived the authority's immunity from suit.

The court in part relied upon the governmentaVcorporate d.istinction

codifiedi" S$ 16 and 17 (25 U.S,C. SS 476 & 477 (2006), respectively) of

the Indian Reorganization Act, 25 U.S.C SS 461 et seq. (2006). See

Marceau at 981-983. Whereas the former authorizes tribes to adopt

constitutions "'fotits common welfare,"' the latter allows tribes to form

"business coïporations through which they could enter the world of

commer ce." Id,. at 982. Recognizing that it "has been careful to

separate a tribe's corporate functions from its governmental functions,"

e As shown above, p. 35, petitioners withheld such information.
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the court held that a "sue and be sued' clause in a tribe's corporate

charter waived its immunity when acting in a corporate capacity, but

not "for the tribe's governmental actions as a Section 16 entity." Id.

Despite that the housing authority "'occupies a role quintessentially

related, to self-governance,"' the court nevertheless held such authorities

were $ 17 organizations with "enabling ordinances that resemble

articles of incorporation" and "contain a hierarchical structure similar

to a board. of d.irectors." Id. Accord.ingly, the ord.inance's "sue and. be

sued" clause waived the authority's immunity. See id,. at 983;ro see also,

e.g., id,. at 982 ($ 17's purpose is to allow tribes to create corporations,

"even corporations that perform some quasi-governmental role," so that

tribal entities may "fully participate in the world of commerce'l and

"'enteï the white world on a footing of equal competition"'); S. (Jnique,

Ltd. u. GiIa Riuer Pima-Maricopa Indian Cmty . , 67 4 P .2d, L37 6, 1 38 1

(Ariz. Ct. App. 1983) ($ 16 pertains to tribe's governmental aspects, $ 17

to commerciaVcorporate function s); Martinez u. S. (lte Tribe,150 Coto.

504,507, 510, 374P.2d 691, 693, 694 (1962) (tribal charter's "sue and be

to Despite Marceant's vacatur (upon tribal exhaustion grounds), the
Ninth Circuit expressly noted it "did not disavow or reject" Man ceau's
immunity analysis. Cool¿ u. Aui Casino Enters., Inc.,54S F.3d 778, 726
n.6 (gtn Cir. 2008).
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sued' clause waived tribe's immunity from suit); Comment, Tribøl Self-

Gouernrnent and the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934,70 Mich. L.

Rev. 955, 965-966 (1970) (S 16 constitution regulates tribe's internal

self-governance; $ 17 charter is oriented toward tribe's business); 
"f.

Linneen u. Gila Riuer Indian Cmty.,276 F.3d 489, 492-493 (9tt' Cir.

2002) ("sue and be sued' provision in corporate charter did not waive

tribe's immunity in action alleging unlawful arrest; arrest powers are

governmental "rather than corporate" functions).l1

Similarly, courts apply the governmentaUproprie tary distinction

to determine whether a tribe must obey a law of general applicability,

or whether, because the law infringes upon the tribe's rights of self-

governance in a purely intramural matter, it is immune from the law.

See, e.g., Solis,563 F.3d . at 434 (overtime provisions of Fair Labor

Standard.s Act applied to on-reservation "purely commercial [cigarette

store] engaged in interstate commerce selling out-of-state goods to non-

Indians;" collecting cases); Chapa De, 316 F.3d at 999-1000 (tribal

health clinic's activities in providing services to non-Indians did not

involve "rights of self-governance on a purely intramural matter"). See

11 Both the Santee Nation's and Miami Tribe's charters contain "sue and
be sued' clauses G,. 10281T11(17), (20);10S0S5(Ð; 1092S3(b)).



gerùerally AILD at 308- 3 1 2 (using governmentaVproprietary

considerations in whether entity should be deemed. "arm of tribe");

Mclish at 189-190 (governmentaVproprietary function should

determine whether immunity applies).

Another factor used in determining "armof the tribe" status is the

financial relationship between the tribe and the subordinate enterprise.

This examines such things as whether the tribal corporation's

liabilities, such as a suit against it, may affect the tribe's assets . See,

e.9., RunyoTL t). Ass'n, of Vill. Council Presidents, 84 P.3d 437, 440-447

(Alaska 2004); Dixon u. Picopø Constr. Co., 772P.2d IIO4, 1111 (Arrz.

1989). Whether the enterprise is insured bears on this issue. See id,., at

1109-1110.12

Here, making high-cost payday loans off-reservation in Colorado

to Colorado consumers is decide d\y nota traditional governmental

function. Indeed, on several occasions petitioners admitted their

activities were "proprie tary" (R. 379; 382;726;744) (refusing to disclose

business documents because they \Mere "proprietaryf'). Further,

12 Here, too, petitioners withheld information concerning insurance @.
1 0 1 TT 77 -82; 224nLa; %5n3 1 ft); 280-283T 17 7 -82; 365-366; 37 4-37 5;

3 79- 3 80; 6 3 5; 6 48-6 49n128-32; 7 25 -7 26; 7 39 -T 42).
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petitioners' own stated purposes are commercial (R. 1028111(19),(22);

1086 (SFS is "corporate entity''whose "primary purpose" is pa5rday

tending); 1105$2(r),(b) (IVINE is "body corporate" to "transact

business")).

Petitioners also are structured. as corporate entities (R.

102ST17(19),(22); 1084-1090; 11195508). This insulates the tribal

treasuries. See, e.9., Runyon, 84 P.3d at 44I; Dixon,772P.2d at 1111.

Indeed, the tribal charters and MNE's o\Mn enabling legislation so

provide (R. 1080$5(i); I09t2-1093S3&); 1r185505).

Further, the tribes'payday loan ordinances authoríze only on-

reservation lending (R. 452 (oñinance's purpose is to regulate "lending

activities on the lands and within the jurisdiction of' the tribe); a57$203

& 500$203 (confining licensee's operations "within the [tribe's]

jurisdiction'); 4595213(1) & 5025213(1) (limiting lending to designated

"principal place of business"); IO27 -I028T 1 0(1 3), (1 4), 10695 3, 10725 3

(designating tribal lands as licensed locations); 1028111(19), 108653.1,

108755.1 (SFS's "primary purpose" is to provide loans "on lands of the

Santee Sioux Nation" with Santee, Nebraska as principal place of

business)). TVhether or not on-reservation lending to tribal members
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benefi.ts and promotes tribal self-government, off-reservation lending to

nontribal members, in the ordinary stream of.commerce in competition

with any other payday lender, does not.

Although petitioners assert that their revenues benefit the tribes

(".g.,O.8r. 10-72, !4,27),such an incidental benefit is insufficient to

make them immune "arms of the tribe." So holding is Dixon,772P.2d

at 1108 n.7. There, the court rejected the argument that the tribe's

receipt of the enterprise's benefits sufficed to render the enterprise

immune, stating that the argument's "inevitable consequence would. be

to confer tribal immunity on every entity established by an Indian tribe,

no matter what its purposes or activities might have been."

Similarly, in Chao, the court held that a tribal casino, although an

"arm of the tribe" under controlling Ninth Circuit preced.ent,

nevertheless did not serve a governmental function:

the amount of money an . . . entity brings to the
tribe does not infLuence the determination of
whether that entity serves a governmental role or
function. The fact that the Casino funds a
significant portion of the Tribe's governmental
services is irrelevant; the question rather is
whether the Casitao serues a governmental role or
function.

2008 WL 444382I at *4 (emphasis in original); see, e.9., New Stanley
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Assocs., L.L.L.P. u. Town of Estes Park,200 P.3d 1118, 7722 (Colo. App.

2003) ("fact that profit or advantage inures ultimately to benefit of

public does not render enterprise a "public function;""' quoting J.B.

McCrøry Co. u. Town of Winnfield,, }F.Supp. 427 W.D. La. 19a1));

Mclish at 189 (crlticizing immunrty's "economic development"

rationale).

Of course, here, because petitioners refused to disclose how they

operate or account for and. dispose of their lending revenues, no weight

should be given to their unsupported assertion that any such revenues
/

benefit the tribes. Instead, the adverse should be inferred . See, e.g., In

re Bøss, I42P.3dI25g, 1263-1265 (Colo. 2006) (applying adverse

inference rule against recalcitrant party).

Petitioners' cases neither support their "bright line" test nor hold

that an "arm of the tribe" analysis is improper. Indeed, in Amerilod,n u.

super. ct., 86 cal.Rprr.Sd 572,585-586 (CaI. Cr. App. 2008) (O.Br. 20),

as in Cash Aduance, the court remanded the matter for further

discovery and fact-finding into whether the lenders \¡/ere "arms of the

tribes." In Cook u. Aui Casino Enters., lnc.,548 F.3d 778, 726 (gth Ciï.

2008) (O.Br. 28), the court concluded after analysis that the casino
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"function[s] as an arm of the" tribe. In Allen u. Gold, Country Casino,

464 F.3d 7044, L04619tn Cir. 2006) (O.Br. 28, 29), although the court

acknowledged the tribal casino \ryas a "revenue-producing tribal

business," it did not extend immunity to the casino on that basis.

Rather, it was because Congress declared that tribal casinos, organized

pursuant to the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, 25 U.S.C. SS 2701 -2727

(2006), promote "'tribal economic development, self-suffi.ciency, and

strong tribal gouernrnents"'(emphasis added).ta Both Dillon u. Yan\¿ton

SiouxTribe Hous. Auth.,144 F.3d 581 (3tn Cir. 1998), and Dul¿e u.

Absentee Shawnee Tribe Hous. Auth., 199 F.3d IL23 (10tn Cir. 1999)

(O.Br. 29), involved. tribal housing authorities in which there was little

dispute the authorities were tribal governmental agencies. And, despite

the tribal amici's assertion that the "momentum of the case law"

eschews an "arm of the tribe" analysis @rief of Triba I Amicil6-17), the

analysis remains fully viable post-Kiowø. See, e.g., City of ,New York u.

Golden Feather Smol¿e Shop, [nc.,2009 WL 705815, **5-7 (E.D.N.Y.

2009) (examining various factors and. concluding on-reservation

cigarette store was mere business licensee and not immune "arm of

13 Payday lending lacks such Congressional endorsement. See
Ameriloøn, 86 Cal.Rptr.Sd at 586 n.t}; Cash Aduance at 405.
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tribe"); Runyon,84 P.3d at 438, 441 (non-profit tribal corporation

providing Head Start and other social services programs not entitled to

tribal immunity inter ølíøbecause corporate structure insulated tribe's

assets); Ameriloøn,86 CaI.Rptr.Sd at 584-586; see also Allen u. Møyhew,

2009 WL 8057 86, *2(8.D. Cal. 2009) (recognizing that "not all tribal

businesses and corporations wiII function as'arms of the tribe"').ra

Whatever test employed, form should not control over substance.

As this Court recognized in State ex rel. Salazar u. Cash Now Store,

Inc.,31 P.3d 161, 165 -167 (Colo. 2001) ("purchase and sale" of

anticipated tax refunds was disguised loan), it is a transaction's

substance, not its form, that prevails. See, e.9., Roclzy Mountain Gold

Mines, Inc. u. Gold, Siluer & Tungsten,lnc.,70,4 Colo. 478,498, 93 P.2d

973,982 (1939) (substance controls over form "no matter how many

papers may have been executed that cover up the real purpose and. give

to the transaction an appearance other than the true one," citing

Blackstock u. Robertson,42 CoIo. 472, 479,94P.336, 338 (1908). The

courts' vigilance is crucial:

"The cupidity of lenders . . . have resulted in a

la Accordingly, it ís Wrighú's plurality opinion^ that is the "outlier
decision" @rief of Tribal Amici 15); no other jurisdiction has followed it.
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great variety of devices to evade the usury laws;
and to frustrate such evasions the courts have
been compelled to look beyond the form of a
transaction to its substance, and they have laid it
down as an infLexible rule that the mere form is
immaterial, but that it is the substance which
must be considered."

Hurt u. Crystal lce & Cotd, Stotrage Co., 286S.W. 1055, 1056-1057 (KV.

Le26).

IV. THE PARTY ASSERTING AN "IMMUNITY FROM SUIT''
AFFIRMATTVE DEFENSE BEARS THE BURDENS OF

PRODUCTION AND PERSUASION

The court of appeals held that, on remand, the State bore the

burden of proof to negate petitioners' immunity d.efense. It reasoned:

the defense implicates a court's subject matter jurisdiction; the ptaintiff

bears the burden of establishing jurisdiction; therefore, it is the State's

burden to negate the defense or establish its waiver. It further held the

State must do so by a "preponderance of the evidence." See Cash

Aduo,nce at 408-409. It erred.

A. Because Imrnunity from Suit Is
A Non-Subject Matter
Jurisdiction al Affirmative
Defense, Its Proponent Bears The
Burdens of Production And
Persuasion

The court of appeals' burden of proof holding rests on the premise



that tribal immunity implicates subject matter jurisdiction. It does not.

Instead, it is an affirmative defense that may be waived.

Subject matter jurisdiction involves a court's inherent "authority

or competence to hear or decide the case ." Krystlzowialz u. W.O. Brisben

Cos.,90 P.3d 859, 871 (Colo. 2004); see, e.g., Horton u. Suthers, 43 P.3d

611, 615 (Coto . 2002) furisdiction is legal matter involving court's

ability to deal with class of cases).

In contrast, "immunity from suit" d.oes not inherently disable a

court from exercising jurisd-iction over tlne case. Rather, "immunity" is a

privilege persoTlcll to the entity claiming it to be immune from suit. See

State u. Nieto,993 P.zd 493,507 (Colo. 2000) (immunity is an

entitlement to the entity so claiming and means the entity is incapable

of being sued). And, by claiming "immunity" a defendant expressly

inuokes the court's authority to adjudicate the
case; the court is considering whether the
defendant is immune from an improperly
instigated suit, not whether it has the authority
to decide the case.

Krystkowiølz, 9OP.3d at 871 (emphasis added). The defense of

"immunity from suit" "cannot fairly be characterized as asserting lack of

subject matter jurisdiction." Id.
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Further, it is fundamental that a court's subject matter

jurisdiction "cannot be conferred by consent, nor can lack of jurisdiction

be waive d.." McCoy u. McCoy, 139 CoIo. 105, 110,336 P.zd 302, 305

(1959). However, tribal immunity co,nbe waived. Thus, equating

immunity with subject matter jurisdiction is "illogical." People u.

McMurtry, I22P.3d 237, 241-.242(CoIo. 2005) (waivable speedy trial

violation not jurisdictional).

Accordingly, "immunity from suit" implicates neither subject

matter jurisdiction nor C.R.C.P. 12(bX1). See Krystkowiøl¿,90 P.3d at

870-871 (immunity not properly decided under Rule 12(bX1)).

Instead, "fi]mmunity from suit is an affirmative defense. " Brown

u. Rosenbloom, S4 Colo. App. 109, 1L3,524 P.2d 626,628 (1974), aff'd,

188 Colo. 83, 532 P.2d948 (7975); see C&L Enters., Inc. u. Citizen Band

Potøwatomi Indian Tribe,532 U.S. 4II, 422 (2001) (tribal immunity is

a "defense," quottng Rosebud, Sioux Tribe u. VaI-(J Constr. Co.,50 F.3d

560, 562 (8tn Cir. 1995), and Nøtiue V\II. of Eyak u. GC Contractors,6S3

P.2d,756, 760 (Alaska 1983)).rr

Thus, the proponent bears the burden. See, e.g., Fair u. Red, Lion

15 Petitioners and tribal a,mici both recognize immunity is a "defense"
(O.Br. 25; Búef of Tribal Amici 8, 13).



Inn,943 P.2d 437,437 (Coto. 1997) (burden on defendant to prove

defense); W. Distrib. Co. u. Diodosio,84IP.2d 1053, 7057 (CoIo. 7992)

(defendant bears burden of proving affirmative defense); see also Brown,

34 Colo. App. at 113, 524P.2d at 625 (reversing summary judgment;

defe ndants' affidavits insufficient to e stablish immunity defe nse).

So holding is Golden Feøther,2009 WL 705815 at **3-4. There,

the court: analogized to the burden imposed upon states invoking

Eleventh Amendment immunity; determined that waivable immunity

was an affirmative defense rather than a jurisdictional bar; and

observed that knowledge of the facts bearing on immunity, including

"the entity's ownership and control structure, corporate purpose, and.

relationship with the tribal government," more likely resided in the

asserting party. It therefore concluded that "defendants have the

burden of establishing that they are entitled to sovereign immunity."

This is logical. To hold otherwise would require the State to prove

negatives - that the lenders are not trlbal corporations or, if the lenders

are ttibal corporations, they ate notimmune "arms of the tribes." The

State should not bear these burd.ens, especially where, as here, the

pertinent facts are peculiarly within petitioners' (or lenders' or Nevada
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companies') knowledge and possession. See Machebeuf u. Clements, 2

Colo. 96, 45 (1873) (even where negative allegation is part of plaintiff s

case, burd,en is on defendant to show affirmative of allegation where

facts peculiarly within defendant's control), aff'd,92 U.S. a18 (1875);

Great W. Sugar Co. u. lü. Natural Gøs Co., 661 P.zd 684, 696 (Colo. App.

1932) (burd.en on d.efendant to prove affirmative defense, especially

where facts uniquely within defendant's possession and knowledge),

aff'd,,698 P.2d 769 (Colo. 1985).

B. The Court of Appeals Erred in
Imposing Upon The State A
"Preponderance" Standard

Since the State should not bear any burden regarding petitioners'

(or lenders') immunity, the standard of proof the State must meet, see

Cash Aduance at 4A9; is moot and need not be reached.

So, too, because petitioners failed to meet their initial burden of

production - they did not submit "sufficient evidence" showing prima

facie that the lenders "are connected with the Tribes" and entitled to

immunit y, id,.- it does not matter what standard applies to the

ultimate burden of persuasion. Instead, their defense fails for this

reason alone. See Am. Ins. Co. u. Naylor, 101 Colo. 34, 40,70P.2d349,
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352 (1937) (regardless of who bears burden of persuasion, party

asserting matter must meet "burden of coming forward').

Nevertheless, because petitioners' immunity defense arises in the

context of the State's investigation and enforcement proceedings in

furtherance thereof, and not in a plenary regulatory enforcement suit

on the merits, the former's statutory investigative standards should

apply to any burden the State must meet.

By statute the State may investigate whenever it has "cause to

believe" a person has engaged or is engaging in a deôeptive trade

practice. CPA S 6-1-107 (7); see Code S 5-6-106(1) (administrator may

investigate upon "reasonable cause to believe"); cf. Morton SaIt,338

U.S. at 652 ("nothing more than official curiosity" is required to provide

agencies with "a legitimate right to satisfy themselves that corporate

behavior is consistent with the law and the public interest"); Wølling,

327 U.S. at 209 ("probable cause" need not be established as

prerequisite to administrative investigation); Am. Bo,nco at 37, 570P.2d,

at 828 (rejecting contention that "probable cause" or similar threshold

"must be established . . . before a subpoena may issue;" citing WattirLg);

øccord, DiGiacomo, 612 P .2d at 7L22.
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Further, the State may judicially enforce its subpoenas by

showing "there are reasonable grounds to believe [the enforcement]

order is necessary to terminate or prevent a d.eceptive trade practice."

CPA S 6-1-109 (7); seeCode S 5-6-106(3) (administrator need. show only

"failure without lawful excuse to obey'' the subpoena). So long as the

subpoena meets the three DiGiacomo/WøIling standards, see supra, p.

20; an enforcement order is appropriate.

Here, based upon the uncontradicted evidence, the district court

found, in its final, binding, and non-appealed orders, that the State met

those standards (R. 1-4T'111-18; 14-771[111-18; 27-28\111-10; Supp.R.1.t 1-

2T1J 1- 10).

Accordingly, if the State bears any burden regarding the

immunity defense - assuming litigating the defense at this stage is

appropriate at all - the statutory "cause to believe," and not the more

stringent "preponderance," stand.ard. should appty.

V. IMMUNITY DOES NOT BAR THE BENCH WARRANTS'
OPERATION UPON THE CORPORATE OFFICERS

Petitioners contend that tribal officials are accorded virtually

blanket immunity, "regardless of whether the officials acted ultra uires

of their authority" (O.Br. 30, 33-34). They are incorrect and ignore the
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ver5l narrow context in which their contention arises: the issuance of

bench warrants due to petitioners'failure, and to compel them, to

appear at their C.R.C.P. 107(c) advisements.

Initially, because a tribal official's immunity requires "rneaningful

fact-findirg," Cleueland,hO}}WL 320331 at *9; and petitioners failed to

show prima facie their corporate officers "are tribal officers, individual

members of the Tribes," or otherwise entitled to immunity, Cash

Aduance at 407; the Court should not address this issue. See Naylor at

40, 70 P.2d at 352.

Regardless, tribal officers are "not protected by the tribe's

immunity from suit." Santa Clara Pueblo u. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49,59

(1973) (emphasis added). There, a tribal member sued the tribe and its

governor for excluding the member's children from tribal membership.

Although the Court upheld t}re tribe's immunity from suit, see id. at 58-

59; it held the governor was not immune. It therefore considered the

suit's merits against him. See id. at 59.

The Court reaffirmed its holding in Ol¿la. Tax Comrn'n u. Citizen

Bønd, Potawatomi Ind,iøn Tribe, 498U.S. 505, .514 (1991), stating "We

have never held that individual agents or officers of a tribe are not
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liable for damages in actions brought by the State." There, while the

tribe was immune from the state's suit to collect unpaid taxes, the Court

offered the state could sue and collect from the tribal officials. See, e.g.,

Puyallup, 433 U.S. at 771-172 (rmmunity does not extend to individual

tribal members; state suits to enforce state law against individual tribal

members are permissible); AILD at 313 (tribal officials may be liable for

damages and other relief for violating state law).

In any event - and setting aside Santa Clara'sunequivocal

holding - a tribal officer's immunity does not extend to acts outside the

officer's lawful authority under federal or state law. See, e.g.,

Narragansett Ind,ian Tribe u. Rhod,e Islarud,,44g F.3d 16, 30 (1"t Cir.

2006) (en banc) (immunity extends to officers only when "acting within

the legitimate scope of their official capacity;" such scope cannot

encompass activities "beyond the authority that a tribe may bestow");

Tamiami Partners, Ltd. u. Miccosukee Tribe,63 F.3d 1030, !045,1051

n.72 (11rn Cir. 1995) (tribal official not immune when acting beyond

authority tribe "is capable of granting'); AILD at 313 & n.132 (officials

not immune when acting outside scope of lawful authority under federal
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or state law).to

Further, as petitioners acknowledge (O.Br. 21), while a tribe may

be immune from suit, 7t is not immune from operation of and

compliance with state law. See, e.9., Kiowø,523 U.S. at 755 (although

recognizing difference "between the right to demand compliance with

state laws and the means available to enforce them," Court stated. that

"substantive state laws apply to off-reservation conduct"); Mescalero,

411 U.S. at 148-149 (tribal off.reservation activities are "subject to non-

discriminatory state law otherwise applicable to all citizens of the

State"); see also Seminole Tribe u. Florida, 5I7 U.S. 44, 102-703 (1996)

(Souter, J., dissenting) (discussing difference between immunity from

suit and immunity from law).

Here, and. unlil¿e either Bassett u. Mo,sha,ntuc?¿et Pequot Museum

& Research Ctr.,221 F.Supp.2d 277,231 (D. Conn. 2002), or Frazier u.

Turning Stone Cøsino,254 F.Supp.2d 295, 3I0 (N.D.N.Y. 2003).

(O.8r.30-32; involving "mere allegations" of state law violations),

petitione rs und,eniabty d,isobeyed, tine district court's ord.er compelling

16 Because OI¿la. Tax Comnxh, Puyallup, and Nørrøgønsett involved
violations of state law, petitioners'federaUstate law distinction (O.Br.
35) is unavailing.



them to appear to answer corttempt charges.lT Just as they have no

authority to violate state law, they had no authority to disobey this

order. See, e.g., Wal?ter,388U.S. at 313, 318-319 (one cannot disobey

court order without consequence). Therefore, they could not "bestow"

that authority upon their corporate officers, and no immunity attached

to bar the warrants' operation on them. See Narrøgansett, 449 F.3d at

30 (because tribe was obligated to comply with state cigarette tax law,

violation of law was outside tribal officers' authority and immunity did

not bar their arrest); see a,lso, e.g., Wilsoll u. (J.5.,221 U.S. 36I,377

(1911) (command to corporation is equally command to officers and

"may be enforced against those through whom alone it can be obeyed');

Reích u. Sea Sprite Boo,t Co.,64 F.3d 332,334 (7th Cir. 1995)

("Corporate officers who procure their firm's disobed.ience to judicial

orders are responsible for their acts").

\rI. THE LOAN AGREEMENTS'ARBITRATION CLAUSES
WAIVED IVI{ATEVER IMMUNITY THE LENDERS POSSESSED

Petitioners contend the court of appeals "erred as a matter of law"

in holding arbitration clauses waived immunity because the State is not

tz By making loans off-reservation,
enabling ordinances. See supra, p.

they also violated their own
48.
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a party to any loan agreement, and the waiver is limited solely to an

"arbitral forum, [or a] judicial action" to compel arbitration or confirm

an a\ryard (O.Br. 36-33). They are \Mrong on both counts.

Initially, petitioners did not produce, and the record does not

contain, the lend.ers' Ioan agreements or any arbitration clauses

contained therein (see Cash Aduance at 408; R. 102183; 10aïï108,104;

235 -236n3 1 (i) ; 23 7T 3 1 (m) ; 283T 83; 2eI-292f '1T 1 03, 1 04; 1022) . While the

State argued the district court could infer the existence of such clauses

from related entities, petitioners challenged this inference (R.7022-

1023, 1398), and the district court made no findings. The Court should

not decide the scope of a clause's immunity waiver devoid of any

evidence. Instead, it should require, as did the court of appeals, the

loan agreements' production. See Cash Aduance at 408' see, e.g.,

Cogswell & Wehrle u. Nicholson, TSOP.2d 37, 38 (Colo. App. 1g8g)

(arbitration agreement's existence is issue of fact).

Regardless, in C&L,532 U.S. at 423,the Supreme Court held that

an arbitratio.n clause in a tribal contract, which "the Tribe proposed and

signed, [and by which it] clearly consented to arbitration and to the

enforcement of arbitral awards in . . . court," waives the tribe's
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"sovereign immunity from . . . suit." Further, while an immunity

waiver "must be 'clear :" id,. at  l},;the Court has "neveï required. the

invocation of 'magic words."' Rosebud,, 50 F.3d at 563; see also Rush

Creek,107 P.3d at 408 (tribe's words, actions, and conduct may waive

immunity). Therefore, an arbitration clause's waiver both: may inure

to a non-party's benefit; and may waive completely the tribe's

"immunity from suit" of all disputes subsumed within the clause.

First, and petitioners notwithstanding (O.Br. 38, 40), it is settled

that a non-party may benefit from an arbitration agreement. See, e.g.,

Arthur And,ersen LLP u. Carlisle, I29 S.Ct. 1896, 1901- I}OZ (2009)

(rejecting contention that non-parties to arbitration agreement "are

categorically ineligible" to enforce it; non-party's rights are determined

by "'traditional principles' of state law"); Sourcing Unlimited, Inc. u.

Asimco Int'\, 1nc.,526 F.3d 38, 4V (1st Cir. 2008) (equitable estoppel

allowed non-party to enforce arbitration agreement); Allen u. Pacheco,

71 P.3d 375,379-380 (Colo. 2003) (non-party may fall within arbitration

clause's scope).

Second, an arbitration clause's waiver bursts immunity's

protective bubble. As C&¿L hold.s, it waives "immunity from suit," not
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merely "immunity from ørbitro,tiorl': "'The arbitration clause . . . would

be meaningless if it did not constitute a waiver of whateuer immunity

[the Tribe] possessed."' Id. at 422, quoting Eyalz (emphasis added;

alteration in original); see also Blaclz's Law Dictionary I475 (8tn ed.

2004) ("suit" is a proceeding in a "court of law").

This is illustrated by Rosebud, (whrcin C&L "favorably cited,"

Oglala Sioux Tribe u. C&W Enters., 1nc.,542 F.3d 224,233 (8th Cir.

2008)). There, the district court dismissed. on immunity grounds a

breach of contract counterclaim against a tribe to the extent the

counterclaim sought affirmative relief in excess of recoupment. See 5O

F.3d at 56I, 562.

The Eighth Circuit reversed. Because the contract required

arbitration of "'[a]ll questions of dispute under"' the contract, the tribe

"waived. its immunity with respect to any disputes under the cont ract,"

includ,ing the counterclaim's affirmative relief. Id,. at 563, 564. Thus,

the defendant could proceed. with its counterclaim suit in court. See

Solzaogon Go,min g Enter. Corp. u. Tushie-MontgomeryAssocs., Inc., 86

F.3d 656, 660 (7tn Cfu. 1996) (in waiving immunity, arbitration clause

creates "a right to sue;" cited tn C&L); Vat-(J Constr. Co. u. Rosebud
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Sioux Tribe, 146 F.3d 573,576 (8tn Cfu. 1998) (arbitration clause waived

tribe's immunity from suit "as to all claims under the contracf').

Here, petitioners' (assuming they are the lenders) putative

arbitration clause, which they "proposed and signed.," is broader than

'that tn C&L. It provides:

Arbitration of AII Disputes: You and we agree
that any and all claims, disputes or controversies
farising in any way whatsoever from this loan] or
otherwise, shall be resolved by. . . arbitration . . ..
This agreement to arbitrate all disputes shall
apply no matter by whom or against whom the
claim is filed. . . . Judgment upon the award may
be entered by any party in any court having
jurisdiction.

(R. 1030nI7(é7)-@9);1359; 1362;1365 (emphasis in original); see also

National Arbitration Forum Code of Procedure 39(E) ('An Award or

Order may be confirmed, entered or enforced as a judgment in any court

of competent jurisdiction')).

By this "very broad' and. "unrestricted." clause, Pacheco, Z1 P.Bd at

379; petitioners waived "whatever immunity" they possessed "with

respect to any disputes und.er the'r loans. C&L,532 U.S. at 422;

Rosebud, 50 F.3d at 563. And, because the clause applies "no matter by

whom or against whom the claim is filed," the clause, and the "bubble-
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bursting" waiver created thereby, inures to non-parties'benefits,

including the State.

EEOC u. Waffle House, lnc.,534 U.S. 27g,2gI-2gZ (2002), further

forecloses any contention the waiver to which the State benefits is

Iimited to arbitral fora or arbitration-related judiciat proceedings.

There, the Supreme Court held that, because the EEOC's organic

statute authorized it to bring an employment-related enforcement

action in court and trumped the employer-employee arbitration

agreement, it could not be compelled to arbitrate.

Here, too, the State is statutorily authorized to bring subpoena

enforcement proceedings in court. See Code SS 5-6-106(3); CPA $S G-1-

109(1). Because the State cannot be compelled to arbitrate, the

arbitration clause's waiver "would be meaningless" if the State

nevertheless were required to enforce its subpoenas via arbitration.ls

In short, the arbitration clauses waived "whatever immunity" the

lenders had vis-à-vis consumers. Given the State's statutory charge to

L8 Ameriloan, 36 Cal.Rptr.3d at 584 (upon which petitioners may rely) is
contrary to California law (and Carlisle) allowing non-parties to benefit
from arbitration clauses, see, e.g., Bouton u. USAA Cøg Ins. Co., 84
CaI.Rptr.Sd 152, 161 (Cal. Ct. App. 2008) (non-signatory may enforce
arbitration agreement; collecting cases); and, by overlooking Rosebud
and EyaÞ, construed C&L unduly narrowly.
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